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We prepared a regulatory evaluation
of the estimated costs to comply with
this AD and placed it in the AD docket.
See the ADDRESSES section for a location
to examine the regulatory evaluation.

the FAA amends 14 CFR part 39 as
follows:

2007–23–08 Boeing: Amendment 39–15254.
Docket No. FAA–2007–28380;
Directorate Identifier 2007–NM–088–AD.

PART 39—AIRWORTHINESS
DIRECTIVES

Effective Date

List of Subjects in 14 CFR Part 39

■

1. The authority citation for part 39
continues to read as follows:

Air transportation, Aircraft, Aviation
safety, Incorporation by reference,
Safety.

§ 39.13

Adoption of the Amendment

■

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 106(g), 40113, 44701.
[Amended]

Accordingly, under the authority
delegated to me by the Administrator,

Affected ADs
(b) None.
Applicability

2. The Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) amends § 39.13
by adding the following new
airworthiness directive (AD):

■

(a) This AD becomes effective December
20, 2007.

(c) This AD applies to the Boeing airplane
models, certificated in any category,
identified in the service bulletins specified in
Table 1 of this AD.

TABLE 1.—APPLICABILITY OF THIS AD
Boeing model—

As identified in Boeing Special Attention Service Bulletin—

747–400, 747–400D, and 747–400F series airplanes .............................
757–200 series airplanes .........................................................................
767–200, –300, and –300F series airplanes ...........................................

Unsafe Condition
(d) This AD results from a report indicating
that failure of a time delay relay on a Boeing
Model 777 ELMS (electrical load
management system) panel led to testing of
other time delay relays at Boeing and at the
supplier. Similar relays are used in the cargo
fire suppression system. The time delay relay
controls when the secondary fire bottles
discharge. We are issuing this AD to ensure
there is sufficient fire suppressant to control
a cargo fire if the airplane is more than the
relay delay time from a suitable airport,
which could result in an uncontrollable fire
in the cargo compartment.
Compliance
(e) You are responsible for having the
actions required by this AD performed within
the compliance times specified, unless the
actions have already been done.
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Service Bulletin Reference
(f) The term ‘‘service bulletin,’’ as used in
this AD, means the Accomplishment
Instructions of the following service
bulletins, as applicable:
(1) For Model 747–400, 747–400D, and
747–400F series airplanes: Boeing Special
Attention Service Bulletin 747–26–2281,
dated July 24, 2006;
(2) For Model 757–200 series airplanes:
Boeing Special Attention Service Bulletin
757–26–0051, dated July 28, 2006; and
(3) For Model 767–200, –300, and –300F
series airplanes: Boeing Special Attention
Service Bulletin 767–26–0131, dated July 24,
2006.
Inspection
(g) Within 24 months after the effective
date of this AD: Do a general visual
inspection of the part number (P/N)
TDH6103–1204, –1804, and –6003 time delay
relay, as applicable, in the main equipment
center to determine if the relay was
manufactured during a certain date range, in
accordance with the applicable service
bulletin.
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747–26–2281, dated July 24, 2006.
757–26–0051, dated July 28, 2006.
767–26–0131, dated July 24, 2006.

Replacement
(h) Within 30 days after finding a relay
manufactured during the date range specified
in the service bulletin, as required by
paragraph (g) of this AD: Replace the relay
with a relay that was not manufactured
during the specified date range, or with a
relay that has been tested by the supplier and
found to be unaffected by thermal expansion,
in accordance with the applicable service
bulletin.
Parts Installation
(i) As of the effective date of this AD, no
person may install a time delay relay, P/N
TDH6103–1204, –1804, or –6003, on any
airplane if the relay has a date code between
0000 and 0343 and does not have an
additional date code with the letter ‘‘T.’’
Alternative Methods of Compliance
(AMOCs)
(j)(1) The Manager, Seattle Aircraft
Certification Office, FAA, has the authority to
approve AMOCs for this AD, if requested in
accordance with the procedures found in 14
CFR 39.19.
(2) To request a different method of
compliance or a different compliance time
for this AD, follow the procedures in 14 CFR
39.19. Before using any approved AMOC on
any airplane to which the AMOC applies,
notify your appropriate principal inspector
(PI) in the FAA Flight Standards District
Office (FSDO), or lacking a PI, your local
FSDO.
Material Incorporated by Reference
(k) You must use the service bulletins
listed in Table 2 of this AD, as applicable, to
perform the actions that are required by this
AD, unless the AD specifies otherwise. The
Director of the Federal Register approved the
incorporation by reference of these
documents in accordance with 5 U.S.C.
552(a) and 1 CFR part 51. Contact Boeing
Commercial Airplanes, P.O. Box 3707,
Seattle, Washington 98124–2207, for a copy
of this service information. You may review
copies at the FAA, Transport Airplane
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Directorate, 1601 Lind Avenue SW., Renton,
Washington; or at the National Archives and
Records Administration (NARA). For
information on the availability of this
material at NARA, call 202–741–6030, or go
to: http://www.archives.gov/federal-register/
cfr/ibr-locations.html.

TABLE 2.—MATERIAL INCORPORATED
BY REFERENCE
Boeing Special Attention
Service Bulletin
747–26–2281 .....................
757–26–0051 .....................
767–26–0131 .....................

Date
July 24, 2006.
July 28, 2006.
July 24, 2006.

Issued in Renton, Washington, on
November 2, 2007.
Ali Bahrami,
Manager, Transport Airplane Directorate,
Aircraft Certification Service.
[FR Doc. E7–21991 Filed 11–14–07; 8:45 am]
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SUMMARY: The FAA is adopting a new
airworthiness directive (AD) for certain
Boeing Model 767–200, –300, and
–300F series airplanes. This AD requires
a one-time inspection of each fuel
quantity indication system (FQIS) wire
harness connector for corrosion of the
shield-to-backshell connection,
corrosion on the ground jumper, and
damage to the ground jumper; a loop
resistance test of each FQIS wire
harness; and related investigative and
corrective actions if necessary. This AD
results from reports of corrosion of the
out-tank wire harness of the spar
connector backshell for the FQIS. We
are issuing this AD to detect and correct
corrosion of the out-tank wire harness,
which could prevent correct grounding
of the lightning shield and result in total
loss of the electrical grounding between
the lightning shield and the airplane
structure. This condition, in
combination with flammable fuel
vapors, could result in fuel tank
explosions and consequent loss of the
airplane.
DATES: This AD becomes effective
December 20, 2007.
The Director of the Federal Register
approved the incorporation by reference
of a certain publication listed in the AD
as of December 20, 2007.
ADDRESSES: For service information
identified in this AD, contact Boeing
Commercial Airplanes, P.O. Box 3707,
Seattle, Washington 98124–2207.

Examining the AD Docket
You may examine the AD docket on
the Internet at http://
www.regulations.gov; or in person at the
Docket Management Facility between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday, except Federal holidays. The AD
docket contains this AD, the regulatory
evaluation, any comments received, and
other information. The address for the
Docket Office (telephone 800–647–5527)
is the Document Management Facility,
U.S. Department of Transportation,
Docket Operations, M–30, West
Building Ground Floor, Room W12–140,
1200 New Jersey Avenue SE.,
Washington, DC 20590.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Philip Sheridan, Aerospace Engineer,
Systems and Equipment Branch, ANM–
130S, FAA, Seattle Aircraft Certification
Office, 1601 Lind Avenue SW., Renton,
Washington 98057–3356; telephone
(425) 917–6441; fax (425) 917–6590.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Discussion
The FAA issued a notice of proposed
rulemaking (NPRM) to amend 14 CFR
part 39 to include an AD that would
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apply to certain Boeing Model 767–200,
–300, and –300F series airplanes. That
NPRM was published in the Federal
Register on June 20, 2007 (72 FR 33926).
That NPRM proposed to require a onetime inspection of each fuel quantity
indication system (FQIS) wire harness
connector for corrosion of the shield-tobackshell connection, corrosion on the
ground jumper, and damage to the
ground jumper; a loop resistance test of
each FQIS wire harness; and related
investigative and corrective actions if
necessary.
Comments
We provided the public the
opportunity to participate in the
development of this AD. We have
considered the comments received.
Requests To Revise Compliance
Threshold
Florida West International Airways
requests that we revise the compliance
threshold from 48 months to 60 months
in order to ‘‘stay standard with’’ the
compliance time for Boeing special
attention service bulletins.
An anonymous private citizen notes
that corrosion gets worse over time, so
it is appropriate to give a longer
compliance threshold to newer aircraft.
The commenter suggests maintaining
the 48-month threshold for airplanes
that have 12 or more years’ time-inservice, and revising the compliance
threshold to 16 years from airplane
delivery for airplanes that have less than
12 years’ time-in-service.
We do not agree with the requests to
revise the compliance threshold. In
Boeing Special Attention Service
Bulletin 767–28–0087, dated February
5, 2007, the manufacturer recommended
that the inspections begin within 48
months after the release of the service
bulletin. Although Boeing might have a
standard compliance threshold for
special attention service bulletins, that
threshold can change based upon the
nature of a given unsafe condition.
In addition, the goal of the inspection
at the 48-month threshold is to detect
and correct any corrosion in the affected
area, and to do all applicable actions to
prevent it from happening in the future.
While it is true that corrosion worsens
over time, we consider it inappropriate
to allow airplanes to fly for up to 16
years with the potential for corrosion to
continue to progress in this area.
In developing an appropriate
compliance time for this AD, we
considered the serious nature of the
unsafe condition as well as the
recommendations of the manufacturer,
the availability of any necessary repair
parts, and the practical aspect of
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accomplishing the required inspection
within an interval of time that
corresponds to the normal maintenance
schedules of most affected operators. In
light of these factors, we have
determined that the 48-month initial
compliance threshold, as proposed, is
appropriate. We do not find it necessary
to change the AD in this regard.
However, under the provisions of
paragraph (g) of the final rule, we will
consider requests for adjustments to the
compliance time if data are submitted to
substantiate that such an adjustment
would provide an acceptable level of
safety.
Request To Revise Note 1 of the NPRM
Regarding Cinch Service Bulletin
Boeing requests that we revise Note 1
of the NPRM and the Relevant Service
Information section of the NPRM to
remove the words ‘‘* * * and replacing
the wire harness,’’ in reference to the
procedures in Cinch Service Bulletin
CN1156–28–02, Revision C, dated July
31, 2006. Boeing explains that the Cinch
service bulletin does not contain
information about replacing the wire
harness; that information is in Boeing
Special Attention Service Bulletin 767–
28–0087.
Boeing also requests that we remove
the date and revision level from the
reference to the Cinch service bulletin.
Boeing states that a date is not
appropriate because Boeing Special
Attention Service Bulletin 767–28–0087
does not specify a date when it refers to
the Cinch service bulletin. In addition,
Boeing points out that the Cinch service
bulletin could be revised by the time the
AD is issued, and the information
would then be out of date.
We agree with the request to remove
the words ‘‘* * * and replacing the
wire harness,’’ from Note 1 of the NPRM
for the reasons provided.
We also agree with the request to
remove the date and revision level from
the Cinch service bulletin identified in
Note 1 of the NPRM. It is our general
practice, as specified by the Office of the
Federal Register, to put a date and
revision level (if applicable) on all
documents incorporated by reference
into an AD. However, in this case, the
Cinch service bulletin is described only
in a note, and therefore it is not
incorporated by reference into the AD.
Therefore, it is not necessary for us to
put a date on documents that we refer
to only in a note, though in most cases
a date is appropriate or important.
We have revised Note 1 of the final
rule to make the requested changes.
However, since the Relevant Service
Information section of the NPRM does
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not reappear in the final rule, no other
change to the final rule is necessary.
Conclusion
We have carefully reviewed the
available data, including the comments
received, and determined that air safety

and the public interest require adopting
the AD with the change described
previously. We have determined that
this change will neither increase the
economic burden on any operator nor
increase the scope of the AD.

Costs of Compliance
There are about 482 airplanes of the
affected design in the worldwide fleet.
The following table provides the
estimated costs for U.S. operators to
comply with this AD.

ESTIMATED COSTS
Action

Work
hours

Detailed inspection ............................................................
Loop resistance test ..........................................................

1 .......
2 to 3

Authority for This Rulemaking
Title 49 of the United States Code
specifies the FAA’s authority to issue
rules on aviation safety. Subtitle I,
Section 106, describes the authority of
the FAA Administrator. Subtitle VII,
Aviation Programs, describes in more
detail the scope of the Agency’s
authority.
We are issuing this rulemaking under
the authority described in Subtitle VII,
Part A, Subpart III, Section 44701,
‘‘General requirements.’’ Under that
section, Congress charges the FAA with
promoting safe flight of civil aircraft in
air commerce by prescribing regulations
for practices, methods, and procedures
the Administrator finds necessary for
safety in air commerce. This regulation
is within the scope of that authority
because it addresses an unsafe condition
that is likely to exist or develop on
products identified in this rulemaking
action.
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Regulatory Findings
We have determined that this AD will
not have federalism implications under
Executive Order 13132. This AD will
not have a substantial direct effect on
the States, on the relationship between
the national government and the States,
or on the distribution of power and
responsibilities among the various
levels of government.
For the reasons discussed above, I
certify that this AD:
(1) Is not a ‘‘significant regulatory
action’’ under Executive Order 12866;
(2) Is not a ‘‘significant rule’’ under
DOT Regulatory Policies and Procedures
(44 FR 11034, February 26, 1979); and
(3) Will not have a significant
economic impact, positive or negative,
on a substantial number of small entities
under the criteria of the Regulatory
Flexibility Act.
We prepared a regulatory evaluation
of the estimated costs to comply with
this AD and placed it in the AD docket.
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Average labor
rate per hour

Cost per
airplane

$80
$80

$80 ................
$160 to $240

See the ADDRESSES section for a location
to examine the regulatory evaluation.
List of Subjects in 14 CFR Part 39
Air transportation, Aircraft, Aviation
safety, Incorporation by reference,
Safety.
Adoption of the Amendment
Accordingly, under the authority
delegated to me by the Administrator,
the FAA amends 14 CFR part 39 as
follows:

■

PART 39—AIRWORTHINESS
DIRECTIVES
1. The authority citation for part 39
continues to read as follows:

■

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 106(g), 40113, 44701.
§ 39.13

[Amended]

2. The Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) amends § 39.13
by adding the following new
airworthiness directive (AD):

■

2007–23–09 Boeing: Amendment 39–15255.
Docket No. FAA–2007–28376;
Directorate Identifier 2007–NM–108–AD.
Effective Date
(a) This AD becomes effective December
20, 2007.
Affected ADs
(b) None.
Applicability
(c) This AD applies to Boeing Model 767–
200, –300, and –300F series airplanes,
certificated in any category; as identified in
Boeing Special Attention Service Bulletin
767–28–0087, dated February 5, 2007.
Unsafe Condition
(d) This AD results from reports of
corrosion of the out-tank wire harness of the
spar connector backshell for the fuel quantity
indication system (FQIS). We are issuing this
AD to detect and correct corrosion of the outtank wire harness, which could prevent
correct grounding of the lightning shield and
result in total loss of the electrical grounding
between the lightning shield and the airplane
structure. This condition, in combination
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Number of
U.S.-registered
airplanes
202
202

Fleet cost
$16,160
$32,320 to $48,480

with flammable fuel vapors, could result in
fuel tank explosions and consequent loss of
the airplane.
Compliance
(e) You are responsible for having the
actions required by this AD performed within
the compliance times specified, unless the
actions have already been done.
Inspection, Test, and Related Investigative
and Corrective Actions
(f) Within 48 months after the effective
date of this AD, do the actions in paragraphs
(f)(1) and (f)(2) of this AD, and do all
applicable related investigative and
corrective actions, by accomplishing all the
actions specified in the Accomplishment
Instructions of Boeing Special Attention
Service Bulletin 767–28–0087, dated
February 5, 2007. Do all applicable related
investigative and corrective actions before
further flight.
(1) A detailed inspection of each FQIS wire
harness connector for corrosion of the shieldto-backshell connection, corrosion on the
ground jumper, and damage to the ground
jumper.
(2) A loop resistance test of each FQIS wire
harness.
Note 1: Boeing Special Attention Service
Bulletin 767–28–0087, dated February 5,
2007, refers to Cinch Service Bulletin
CN1156–28–02 as an additional source of
service information for installing a backshell
and assembly upgrade kit.
Alternative Methods of Compliance
(AMOCs)
(g)(1) The Manager, Seattle Aircraft
Certification Office, FAA, has the authority to
approve AMOCs for this AD, if requested in
accordance with the procedures found in 14
CFR 39.19.
(2) To request a different method of
compliance or a different compliance time
for this AD, follow the procedures in 14 CFR
39.19. Before using any approved AMOC on
any airplane to which the AMOC applies,
notify your appropriate principal inspector
(PI) in the FAA Flight Standards District
Office (FSDO), or lacking a PI, your local
FSDO.
Material Incorporated by Reference
(h) You must use Boeing Special Attention
Service Bulletin 767–28–0087, dated
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February 5, 2007, to perform the actions that
are required by this AD, unless the AD
specifies otherwise. The Director of the
Federal Register approved the incorporation
by reference of this document in accordance
with 5 U.S.C. 552(a) and 1 CFR part 51.
Contact Boeing Commercial Airplanes, P.O.
Box 3707, Seattle, Washington 98124–2207,
for a copy of this service information. You
may review copies at the FAA, Transport
Airplane Directorate, 1601 Lind Avenue SW.,
Renton, Washington; or at the National
Archives and Records Administration
(NARA). For information on the availability
of this material at NARA, call 202–741–6030,
or go to: http://www.archives.gov/federalregister/cfr/ibr-locations.html.
Issued in Renton, Washington, on
November 2, 2007.
Ali Bahrami,
Manager, Transport Airplane Directorate,
Aircraft Certification Service.
[FR Doc. E7–21993 Filed 11–14–07; 8:45 am]
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SUMMARY: The FAA is adopting a new
airworthiness directive (AD) for certain
Cessna Model 560 airplanes. This AD
requires installing new minimum
airspeed placards to notify the
flightcrew of the proper airspeeds for
operating in both normal and icing
conditions. This AD also requires
revising the airplane flight manual to

provide limitations and procedures for
operating in icing conditions, for
operating with anti-ice systems selected
‘‘on’’ independent of icing conditions,
and for recognizing and recovering from
inadvertent stall. This AD also provides
an optional terminating action for the
placard installation. This AD results
from an evaluation of in-service
airplanes following an accident. The
evaluation indicated that some airplanes
may have an improperly adjusted stall
warning system. We are issuing this AD
to prevent an inadvertent stall due to
the inadequate stall warning margin
provided by an improperly adjusted
stall warning system, which could result
in loss of controllability of the airplane.
DATES: This AD becomes effective
November 30, 2007.
The Director of the Federal Register
approved the incorporation by reference
of certain publications listed in the AD
as of November 30, 2007.
We must receive comments on this
AD by January 14, 2008.
ADDRESSES: You may send comments by
any of the following methods:
• Federal eRulemaking Portal: Go to
http://www.regulations.gov. Follow the
instructions for submitting comments.
• Fax: 202–493–2251.
• Mail: U.S. Department of
Transportation, Docket Operations, M–
30, West Building Ground Floor, Room
W12–140, 1200 New Jersey Avenue SE.,
Washington, DC 20590.
• Hand Delivery: U.S. Department of
Transportation, Docket Operations, M–
30, West Building Ground Floor, Room
W12–140, 1200 New Jersey Avenue SE.,
Washington, DC 20590, between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m., Monday through Friday,
except Federal holidays.
For service information identified in
this AD, contact Cessna Aircraft Co.,
P.O. Box 7706, Wichita, Kansas 67277.
Examining the AD Docket
You may examine the AD docket on
the Internet at http://
www.regulations.gov; or in person at the

Docket Management Facility between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday, except Federal holidays. The AD
docket contains this AD, the regulatory
evaluation, any comments received, and
other information. The street address for
the Docket Office (telephone 800–647–
5527) is in the ADDRESSES section.
Comments will be available in the AD
docket shortly after receipt.
Bob
Busto, Aerospace Engineer, Systems and
Propulsion Branch, ACE–116W, FAA,
Wichita Aircraft Certification Office,
1801 Airport Road, Room 100, MidContinent Airport, Wichita, Kansas
67209; telephone (316) 946–4157; fax
(316) 946–4107.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Discussion
We have evaluated five in-service
airplanes to examine the settings for the
angle-of-attack (AOA)/stall warning
system, following an accident that
occurred on a Cessna Model 560
(Citation V) airplane during an
instrument landing approach in icing
conditions. The evaluation indicated
that some airplanes may have an
improperly adjusted stall warning
system. All five of the airplanes
exhibited an out-of-tolerance condition
with respect to the margin between the
stall warning and pre-stall roll-off. On
two of the airplanes, the stall warning
system provided an inadequate airspeed
margin between the stall warning and
stall. An inadvertent stall due to the
inadequate stall warning margin
provided by an improperly adjusted
stall warning system, if not corrected,
could result in loss of controllability of
the airplane.
Relevant Service Information
Cessna has issued temporary changes
(TCs) to the Cessna Model 560 Citation
Ultra Airplane Flight Manual (AFM), as
identified in the ‘‘Cessna Model 560
(Citation Ultra) TCs’’ table.

CESSNA MODEL 560 (CITATION ULTRA) TCS
Airplanes

TC
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Cessna Model 560 (Citation Ultra) airplanes, serial numbers (S/Ns) 560–0260 through –0538
inclusive.
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56FMA
56FMA
56FMA
56FMA
56FMA
56FMA
56FMA
56FMA
56FMA
56FMA
56FMA
56FMA
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TC–R11–16
TC–R11–17
TC–R11–19
TC–R11–20
TC–R11–21
TC–R11–23
TC–R11–24
TC–R11–25
TC–R11–26
TC–R11–27
TC–R11–28
TC–R11–29
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Date
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

August 31, 2007.
August 31, 2007.
August 31, 2007.
August 31, 2007.
August 31, 2007.
October 2, 2007.
October 2, 2007.
October 2, 2007.
October 2, 2007.
October 2, 2007.
October 2, 2007.
October 2, 2007.

